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VOLUME 5.

GURRY HERE

New Mexico politics. Had I been here
have probably been in the
midst of these fights the same as the
rest of you, possibly more so. But I
have been out of them. I have had no
part in them and have taken no sides
in any of them. That is what gave
me the appointment. It was not my
politics that gave me the appointment.
It was my lack of politics. I do not
know any of the local conditions and,
consequently, cannot say what steps
governI am to take in territorial
ment. At this time I can say nothing
as to my plans on that line, for I have
nothing. It will be a business administration, first and last.
"So they have been wondering if
I am still a Democrat? Well, I have
been a Democrat all my life. I have
had 'no change of heart, but I have
some warm friends in the Republican
party, and I greatly admire some of
the leading Republicans of today. In
my mind, Roosevelt, Bryan and Taft
are among the greatest men of the
day. I would vole for Roosevelt were
he a candidate for the Presidency.
"I am sorry my visit here has been
cut short, but I will see my old Roswell friends again soon, I hope."
Captain Curry is somewhat heavier
than when he left New Mexico. He has
gained twenty pounds on his trip, he
says; and ordinarily weighs no more
than when a New Mexican. He has
not aged apparently, and is easily rec
ognized by the older citizens.
His
face shows the effect of the tropical
sun, but his eye has the same twinkle
of former years, and his handshake
is as firm as when he was merely
"George Curry, of Roswell." And he
still likes to be called plain "George"
by his associates of the old times in
the Pecos Valley.
I would

FOR ONE DAY
GOVERNOR TO BE ARRIVES, BUT
IS SUMMONED TO SEE
ROOSEVELT.

WITH MANY OLD FRIENDS

fi

Since His Arrival Captain Curry Ha
Held a Continuous Reception, Shaking Hands with the Old Acquaintances of Many Years' Standing.
Talks of His Administration and
Politics.

Capt. George B. Curry, soon to be
inaugurated governor of New Mexico,
arrived in Roswell on a special automobile at noon today, being accompanied from EI Paso by bis old time
friend, Sheriff Charles L. Ballard, and
from Torrance by the friends of his
youth and young manhood, County
Commissioner W. M. Atkinson, Mayor
James W. Stockard and Judge Wm.
H. Pope. Capt. Curry had not been in
town an hour when he received a mes
sage summoning him to the presence
of President Roosevelt at once. Accordingly, Capt. Curry will leave tomorrow morning for Washington, or
probably Oyster Bay.
Coming from the Philippine islands,
the place of his last office as governor of the province of Samar, Capt.
Curry stopped in California long
enough to leave his two sons, Frank
and Charley, at Oakland with his
aunt. He then went to Albuquerque
and from there to' El Paso, to see his
old friends. A visit at his old home
In" Roswell was the last feature of
his trip before inauguration, as plan-- '
ned. But the telegram received this
afternoon altered the program.
ft had been the intention of Capt.
Curry to remain in Roswell and the
Pecos Valley until next Tuesday,
when he was to have left in a special auto for Santa Fe. The inauguration, as set by the committee in
charge at the Territorial capital, was
to have occurred Thursday, August
1st. By leaving Roswell next Tuesday
Capt. Curry would have been in the
historic old town in time to assist in
adding another chapter to the story
of the place.
The trip to Washington and Oyster
Bay will render it Impossible to have
the inauguration as early as August
first. It will have to be at least twc or
.

W. S. Davisson, A. R. Teeple, O. R.
Tanner, J. I. Hinkle, Frank Anderson
and J. D. Mell came up from Hagerman this morning to look after business and meet Capt. Curry.
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Garrard, of Dexter, arrived this morning to spend
two days with Roswell friends.

8. W. Holloway, who is spending
several days here as a witness, re
turned this morning from a trip to
his home in Lake Arthur.
returned this morning
from El Paso, where he had been for
B. O. Beall

two weeks.

.

three days later.
Captain Curry has promised to pass
through Roswell on his return to New
Mexico, and then the people here will
carry out plans of entertainment that
were nipped in the bud by today's
message. The reception at the club
tonight, to which everybody is invited, will be the only public entertainment given in his honor at this time.
He is stopping at the Grand Central.
Said Capt. Curry to a representative
of the Record this afternoon: "My
appointment came entirely unsolicited.
I did not want the place, for I knew
that it was a very hard one to fill.
Since Mr. Roosevelt has given me this
work to do, I will endeavor to perform the duties to the best of my
ability. When I heard that H. J.
Hag-erma-

u

was appointed governor I was
glad, not so much because of the man
a tor the reason that he was a Pecos
Valley man. This part of the territory had long been out in the cold, and
when he was appointed it looked to
me like the Pecos Valley was getting
Its share of recognition. I had barely
met the younger Hagerman, but was
well acquainted with his father and
considered him my friend.
"As to the administration I will
give, I will say that I shall endeavor
to represent the President as I be
lieve he would want to be represented In all my official acts. I consider
myself merely his agent, and will conduct myself accordingly.' As far as
possible, I- - will make it a non-par- ti
san, strictly business administration.
My administration of territorial affairs will be In conformity with the
national administration on all lines.
I am an agent of the national admlnls
tration and will endeavor to be true
to the agency. I am to fill. My appoint
ments to the-- principal offices of the
"Territory will be Republican, for It
la a Republican administration. How
ever, I will not carry politics into any
measures where It can be avoided.. I
will not antagonize my Democratic
friends, and when they understand
the way in which I came Into this
the understanding with
office
which I take up Its duties, none of
them will be dissatisfied, I am sure.
"For sine years I have been out of
.

a-a-
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Don Finley came in this morning
from San Antonio to spend two or
three weeks with relatives and to attend to business matters.
E. P. Parish, of Portales, was here
today.
o

.Prof. Woolverton returned this mor
ning from Artesia.

in his life Orchard had been converted, had become superintendent of a
Sunday school, and he could not say
that the second dose would be better
than the first.
In closing for the morning, Darrow
exclaimed: "You men of the prosecu
tion, you men of the mine owners as
sociation, you men who are seeking
the life of Haywood, dont be so foolish as to suppose that you will strangle the Western Federation, of MinHE CLOSES THE CASE FOR THE ers when you tie a rope around Bill THREE WAR SHIPS ARRIVE AT
CHEMULPO AND WILL CALL
Haywood's neck. When he is gone.
DEFENSE IN THE HAYWOOD
AT SEOUL AND TAKE
MURDER TRIAL AT BOISE.
millions of other willing hands will
carry on his his work to victory in
POSSESSION.
the end."
Darrow will continue at six this
evening.
f
a.

WANTS A FAIR VERDICT

If Haywood is Guilty, Hang Him Bitterly Denounces Prosecutor Hawley.
Declares There Was No Truth Left
. in
Orchard's Story, and That He
Lied to Save His Neck.

Boise, Idaho, July 24. Clarence
Darrow began the closing address for
the defense in the Haywood case this
morning. The court room was crowded
to its capacity. In opening
Darrow
impressed the chief case upon the
jury and declared that the defendant
is an Idaho alien, brought 1,500 miles
from home into a community and before a jury which does not view life
or industry ,is the men accused of the
murder of Steunenberg "have been
taught to look at it.
"The defendants in this case," declared Darrow, "have been brought
to trial in the home of a man who was
killed in a most cowardly way. Many
of you on this jury voted for Steunenberg. One of you had business relations with him, while in the house
of another of you he made his home
for two years. You are almost the fam
ily circle of the murdered man, and
none of you has ever had any community of Interest with the defendants. Under these circumstances I
can but ask you to lay aside as much
of passion and prejudice as you can
and look at us as if we were one of
you."
He asked for a fair and, impartial
trial and that the jury be guided by
the evidence only. He said the' prosecution knew it could not convict on
the evidence and was relying upon
forced circumstances to get a verdict.
He called upon the jury for a clear
out verdict and asked them not to
compromise on any verdict of murder
or manslaughter, or murder in the
"I would not thank
second degree.
this jury if it returned a verdict o'.
assault and battery and assessed a

"bug-house-

.

:

,"

construction.
A company has been organized to
buy out the old Mexican irrigation
scheme, whereby water was brought
from the Pecos river and used by
Mexican families for many years in
this neighborhood and also the water
supply which was formerly used by
the United States government for the
fort. This diversion of water will be
reclaimed and it ds expected that there
will be sufficient to irrigate about
acres. The land has all been
bought by a syndicate, and will be
sold out in small farms.
The ruins of the old Fort Sumner
give evidence of the beauty and fertll
ity of this region. The government
maintained a farm and gardens and
CROWDS NOT ALLOWED planted many trees down the iriver
from the fort in an old driveway six
miles long lined on each side iby gi
gantic trees, some of them five and
sir feet in diameter, but now all are
Agitators Being Dispersed by Troops. dead from lack of waiter, their dead
Marquis Ito Confers with the Ko- limbs and bare trunks mute evidence
rean Cabinet. Russia Believes the of the decay of the old border times
Japanese are Constantly Intriguing when the government was obliged to
maintain standing armies in the south
in China.
west to quell Indian uprisings and
dampen the enthusiasm of the wild
boys of the plains and mountains.
Albuquerque Journal.

IN KOREA

ARGUMENT

Miss Ora Claud returned this morn
where she has been fine of five dollars against the defending from
two weeks nvrsing a case of sickness. ant," he said. "If you believe the story that has been told against this
man, take him and hang him. Bill
EXPRESS COMPANIES OFFER
Haywood is either guilty or innocent.
TO REDUCE RATES.
If he is guilty I have nothing to say.
Lincoln, Neb., July 24. Representa But, men, this is the case of Orchard
tives of five express companies doing from beginning to end. There is nothbusiness in the state of Nebraska to- ing at all left in the evidence withday offered to reduce rates 15 per out him."
cent, which offer the commission took
Farrow launched into a lengthy,
under advisement. The railroad com bitter vituperative denunciation of At
mission had attempted to enforce a torney James H. Hawley, leading coun
cut of 25 per cent.
sel for the state. Darrow assailed him
as a hired man, actuated by no other
Big Fire at Victoria, B. C.
motive than to get the money of the
Victoria, B. C, July 24. A number state of Idaho that he might build
of houses were burned in a fire yes another addition to his house. He deterday which practically wiped out nounced him as
and said
the district between Stone and Quad- - he had been a friend of the labor orera streets and Herald and Pioneer ganizations as he proclaimed only
streets, the number being 'placed to-- when they got the cash to his office
dav at seventv-five- .
The loss is S25 first. He said that Hawley had the
000. The tenderloin wai almost en "Orcharditls," or Orchard itch might
tirely wiped out and thee churches be a better term. Darrow dismissed
were destroyed, the other buildings Senator Borah with a few words. "I
being residences.
don't mean to intimate," he declared,
that Senator Borah is any more honEstray Notice.
est than Hawley, but I do believe he
By order of the Cattle Sanitary is slicker."
He said that he did not believe BoBoard of New Mexico, and in accordance with Sec. 223, Compiled Laws rah was as much overcome with the
of New Mexico, I will sell at public truthfulness of Orchard's story as
auction to the highest bidder, unless Hawley. "Hawley would have you besooner claimed by the owner, one bay, lieve Orchard cannot lie since he got
or 15 religion. I shall have something to
bald face horse, about 14
hands high, eleven or twelve years say as to that religion later on, but
old. Branded AP on left thigh, counter what I want to say is that if Hawley
branded, and branded Y on left jaw. hasn't got religion he had better get
Sale In front of R. D. Bell's office it if there was any left after Orchard
on Main street, at 3 p. m., August got his."
Darrow declared that Orchard had
L. J. RICHARDS,
17, 1907.
Inspector Dist. No. 6. been so' contradicted that there was
(m
no truth left In his story. He said it
'
be a disgrace to the state of
Cheapest money to loan on would
Idaho to convict a man on such testicity and country property.
mony. He reviewed the crimes conlOOtf fessed by Orchard and said that each
Woodruff & De Freest.
one showed the man to be a sneaking, craven coward who had never
Hampton's Confectionery Store.
taken a chance that would endanger
formerly
store
bought
the
I have
miserable hide. It was logical, be
his
preparowned by A. K. Mott, and am
now turn
ed to wait on the trade. Ice cream, argued, that Orchard should
cold drinks, soda, and in fact every- to lying to save his neck.
thing usual to a confectionery store . Returning to Orchard's religious
will be sold. I solicit both the old conversion, he declared that before
had
trade and new, and win take pleasure Dean Hicks, his religious adviser,
in catering to the wants of my cus- persuaded him to lay his sins on Jesus. "Father" McParland, the detectomers. - 22t3
J. H. HAMPTON.
tive, had persuaded him to lay his
Roy Cothrea arrived this morning crimes on Haywood, Mayer and Petfrom Abilene, Tex, to spend . two ti bone.
Darrow declared that once before
weeks with W. A. Tucker and family.
-

JAPS ARE

DARROW'S

erected and a number of residence
and business houses are in course of

Not the Same Company.
The W. I. Swain Jesse James show
that is to appear here tonight is. not
the same company that played or attempted to play Jesse James here be
fore. The Swain company is the orig
inal Jesse James show and the only
company authorized to produce the
piece. .At the present time Mr. Swain
has damage suits pending against
three managers lor using the name
Jesse James, and injunctions against
as many more restraining them from
using the name. Newspaper reports
from the cities they have visited in
the Territory Indicate that Mr. Swain
has a good show, and it is to be regretted that an inferior show should
have used their names here ahead of
them. The Swain Company travel In
their own special train of cars and
carry all t'.teir own horses, wagons,
buggies, etc.

TVD pEATHS

AND FIVE
EAT PROSTRATIONS.
Chicago, July 24. Two deaths and
five prostrations as a result of the excessive heat were reported yesterday.
The maximum temperature was 87.
H

Winners of Races at Rink.
The two races at the skating rink
last night were quite exciting. In the.
skated against the
k
first Gus
Texas state record for racing back
wards, which is eight laps of the
track, 2 minutes and 20 seconds. Wo
mack last night skated backward 8
laps in one minute and 58 seconds,
lowering the Texas record 22 seconds.
In the second race, the result was:
Willie Woodruff, first; Boyd Gate- wood, second, and Fred Gayle third.
Wc-uac-

There will be a special meeting of
the Red Men at the Knights of Pyth
ias Hail, August 7th. All members and
visiting brothers are requested to be
present. E. A. Lohman, Sachem. 5t
WANTED:
Cook and dish washer
23t3
at El Capitan Hotel.
Blank check book on Hag
LOST:
erman National, with some papers
and bills. Reward for return to Rec23t2
ord office.
A. G. Mills was
field yesterday.

J.

B.

here from Green

Trotter went to Artesia last

night.
Notice.
All persons dove shooting on the
Dr. Rucker and Dr. Veal property
fronting on East Second street will
be prosecuted without further notice.
(Signed) M. W. MURRAY.
TO-DA-

Seoul,. Korea, July 24. A message
from Chemulpo states that three Japanese war ships arrived there this
morning with many blue jackets and
troops on board. Troops will go to Se
oul. Many agitators from the provinces are arriving here. They are not
permitted to assemble in the city, and
therefore are meeting in the suburban towns where hundreds of soldiers
yesterday were detailed to disperse
them. The wholesale arrest of subor
dinates leaving the palace began yes
terday afternoon, the object being to
intercept possible
communications
with the former emperor which might
throw light upon alleged plots.
It is understood here that the pro
posals of Japan ' with which Hayashi
was charged, were presented by Mar
quis Ito to the Korean cabinet which
met at ten o'clock this morning under Japanese guard. The ministers de
liberated until four o'clock this afternoon, when Premier Iwan Yung, to
gether with the minister of war, pre
sented the new plan of governing the
state to the emperor in his palace.
It is understood that the Japanese
proposals, though they do not molest
the security, of the throne, are revolutionary, and the fact that the aud
ience of cabinet members and the
the emperor was brief, is believed to
oe evidence of consternation in the
court.
Marquis Ito Conferring with Korea
Tokio, Japan, July 24. According
to a despatch received
here from
Seoul this morning, Marquis Ito received a long message yesterday from
the imperial government in this city,
and opened negotiations with the Korean government the same evening.
The Korean ministry is now holding
a meeting with closed doors.
Russia Seeing Things.
St. Petersburg, July 24. Novoe
Vremya today published the details
of an alleged dynastic movement in
southern China, ascribing it to Japanese instigators who, the paper says,
are busily preparing for the Manchu
dynasty in China the same fate that
has just overtaken the emperor of Ko
rea. The paper says that Japanese
agents have worked their way into
the most remote corners of the empire. The keynote of the Japanese intrigue consists in assuring the Chinese
that Japan is their protector against
the nations of the West, and at the
same time assuring the westerners
that Japan is their vanguard against
the Chinese peril. The apprehension
of Novoe Vremya regarding the reopening of the far eastern question
is fully confirmed in Russian military
circles, where the steady armament
of China and Japan is viewed with
alarm. The movement is regarded as
primarily menacing the remnant of
the Russian possessions upon the Pa-

Other suns will shine as golden.
Other skies be just as blue,
Other south winds blow as softly,
Gently drinking .up the dew;
Other goldenrods and asters
With the sun and sky agree.
These for other men and women-J- ust
today for you and me.
Other fruit of winey flavor
Wanderers will pluck and eat,
Other birds with winsome voices,
Other songs will sing as sweet.
O'er the dappled brook will midges
Dance an hour, then cease to be,
All the world may have tomorrow
But today's for you and me.
cific.
Other gardens will be planted
Fair as this which we call ours.
STRIKE OF UNITED
Other blooms will put to shaming
HATTERS THREATENS.
flowers;
These benign,
New York, July 24. The first genAll the glories of the sunset
eral strike in 12 years of the United
In the sunrise one may see.
That which others call the dawning Hatters of America, involving about
20,000 men, is now threatened against
Is the night for you and me.
the "open shop" which the National
Success.
Fur and Felt Manufacturers AssociaBibles advanced 25 per cent on Ju- tion proposes to Introduce. The open
ly 1st. Just before It happened we shop declaration is contained in the
were fortunate enough to buy our fall resolution of the manufacturers to
supply and are now ready to give all abolish the union label.
purchasers the benefit of our good for
tune. Our window is full of Bibles, SUNN YSIDE GONE TO
.BOOM TOWN GRAVEYARD.
and Testaments at unheard of prices.
The erstwhile booming railroad
Ingersoll's Book Store.
town of Sunnyslde, N. , at the cross
ing of the Pecos river, by the Eastern
I own 120 acres of improved
railway of New Mexico, is to be abanwater right land I miles from doned, writes a correspondent from
Hagerman; 85 acres in orchard, Fort Sumner. N. M. The town will be
removed to about one imile east, where
35 acres in alfalfa. Will sell 40 a new townsite has been laid out and
or 80 acres from the South end named Fort Sumner in memory of the
Fort Sumner, which was located
(nearest town) for $80.00 per old
six miles down the river and was for
acre. WJM.Waskom, Dallas Tex. many years one of the principal forts
of New Mexico and In fact the west.
See us before buying your storage It is at old Fort Sumner that the
coal. P. V. Trading; Ca, phoae 412. grave of the noted "Billy the Kid" is
to be found. A new depot has been
M--

10,-00- 0

"Dealing with Lungers."
Emporia (Kan.) Gazette.
The state of Texas has decided to
quarantine
against
tuberculosis.
While the standpoint of the Texans
is clear and while the great white
plague has been gaining such ground
in the west that Texas can hardly be
censured for desiring to protect her
own people, says the Albuquerque Ci
tizen, yet at the same time there is a
humanitarian standpoint from which
to view the conditions prevalent in
this country.
Texas, the Citizen says further, less
than any other portion of the southwest, is suitable for the cure of tuberculosis. Ten tubercular patients
enter New Mexico and Arizona and
are cured to the one 'who
regains
health and happiness in Texas. While
the presence of tubercular patients in
any community is somewhat of a men
ace to the general health, yet at the
same time, shall these poor afflicted
ones ibe condemned to face death, slm
ply because a state law denies' them
the right to seek the pure air and perpetual sunshine which alone can save
them?
There are two sides to the question
two grave sides, and both merit
deep consideration.
Probably the St. Louis Globe Demo
crat puts the matter in the right light
in the following editorial:
"It is announced from Texas that
the health authorities of the state
have decided to quarantine against
consumptives.
One city, San Antonio has ordered patients suffering from
the disease to leave its hospital and
shift for themselves. It is hoped that
the reports of action suddenly taken
are exaggerated, for they are not in
Medi
line with common humanity.
cal science in general has decided that
tuberculosis is spread by contagion,
but this view is comparatively so recent that national, state and municipal authorities have scarcely had the
time to adjust themselves to the necessities of the case. Several states
Missouri, among the number, have
sanitariums,
tuberculosis
erected
where the disease will be treated along
hygienic lines and in the belief that
it is curable.
"A duty rests upon Texas, as upon
all the states, to treat all infectious
diseases as something more than evil
to ibe driven out and excluded from
quarantine
the state by arbitrary
which is too often merely a plan of
exiling the sick with no provision for
their care. Admitting consumption to
be communicable, requiring that those
who have it mast be kept apart, the
obligation upon society, and upon official authorities, is to provide suitable sanitary retreats and systematic
treatment. Tuberculosis is not an epi
demlc disease like yellow fever, and
the thought of shotgun quarantine in
regard to consumptives is abominable.
Texas should establish state tuberculosis sanitariums in a civilized manner. It will not be sought .by more
than a half share of such patients, for
the climate is not considered one of
the most favorable for the cure of the
disease."

A POSTAL CARD PRAYER
FOR TEDDY TO RUN AGAIN.
New York, July 24. From all parts

of the country during the last tew
days President Roosevelt has received postal cards urging him to reconsider his declaration of 1904 and accept another nomination for the Presidency. They bar a picture of the
White House under which Is the inscription, "Uncle Sam will renew the
lease." The growing flood of cards indicates that someone has started a
campaign to induce the President to
change his mind.
FEW CHANGES IN LIST
OF COLUBIA VICTIMS.
San Francisco, Cal., July 24. But
few changes have been made in the
lists of lost and saved of the steamer Columbia, published In yesterday
morning's papers. Chew Mock, a Chinese, and Miss B. Musser, at first reported missing, were saved. The bodies of the victims are being held by
the coroner at Eureka, pending orders
from relatives or friends to have them
shipped to this city or to Portland.
The revised list of passengers shows
108 saved and 77 missing. Of the officers and crew forty were saved and
sixteen are missing. This makes a total of 93 unaccounted for.
Little Boy Cut With Glass.
Louis Geldert, the twelve year old
son of B. H. Geldert, was painfully
cut on the glass of a broken door at
his father's home on North RichaTd-so- n
avenue this morning. The injuries were about the hands and face,
and were received in opening and
shutting the door. While the boy was
not dangerously
hurt, the attention
of a physician was necessary.
Asphaltum in Artesian Well.
Joseph Carper & Sons, drilling a
well far J. I. Matkin at his place east
of the L. F. D. farm, have struck a
pocket of asphaltum that is unmistakable in its quality. If uncertain in
quantity. It runs in globules In the
water rock and, it is feared, will be
sufficient in quantity to spoil the water for domestic purposes. The paving substance can be easily collected
into lumps for testing. It Is found at
4S5 feet.

"Jesse James" Is in Town.
The "Jesse James" theatrical company arrived in Roswell this morning,
coming in their two special cars attached to the morning train. They will
play tonight In their large tent, which
was set up near the depot today. The
company has several plays In Its repertoire and played four nights at
Carlsbad. This is evidence that the
productions were pleasing to theatre
goers.
W. H. Smith, of Vancouver, B. C,
an experienced, high class photograph
er, has accepted a position with Hess
& Co.

Fair Days in Kentucky.
Louisville, Ky., July 23. With the
opening of the exhibition at Henderson today the county fair and racing
season in Kentucky Is on in full blast,
and the circuit will continue almost
without interruption until fall, culminating with the state fair here September 16 to 21. No less than thirty
five agricultural exhibitions have been
scheduled for the season and the prosperity now abounding In the Blue
Grass state will tend to make all more
than usually successful.
o

The United States in Prophecy.
This will be our theme at the tent,
corner of S. Richardson and Alameda, beginning tonight. What the Bible has to say of our nation should
interest every American citizen. AH
are cordially invited to attend these
services.
ELD. MILO D. WARFLE.
Wreck on the Rock Island.
Howard Booth, special agent of the
Eastern Railway Co., came in last
night from a roundabout trip from El
Paso. He was In a wreck on the Rock
night,
seventeen
Island Saturday
miles west of Santa Rosa, and was
delayed fhere several hours. The Golden State Limited left the rails on a
flat, and luckily none of the cars overturned. No persons were killed, altho
several were injured.

Texas Farmers. Meet.
Bryan, Tex., July 23. Hundreds of
farmers from ail over the state assembled today at the Agricultural and
Mechanical college, where the big anWoman's Club Notice.
All persona, members of the Wom- nual congress of agricultural, horti
an's Club last year, will be consider- cultural and live stock interests will
ed members this year, unless they be held during the next 3 days.
send their written resignation this
Discuss County Schools.
week to Mrs. C. D. Bonney. chairman
Austin, Tex., July 23. A discussion
of the membership committee.
of methods for improving the efficien(Signed) Mrs. C. D. BONNEY,
cy of the country schools of the state
Chairman Membership Com.
will be one of the principal features
of the Texas County Superintendents'
U. S. WEATHER BUREAU.
convention, which opened today at the
University of Texas. This 4s the first
(Local Report.)
Roswell, N. M., July 24. Tempera- meeting of the association in which
ture. Max., 93; min., 67; mean, 80. the newly chosen county superintenPrecipitation,' 00; wind S., velocity dents, under the law enacted by the
3 miles; weather clear. .
Thirteenth legislature, are participating. The sessions will continue for
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
Fair tonight and Thursday; sta- three days.

tionary temperature.

M. WRIGHT.

Judge J. M. Peacock made a trip
to South Spring last night.

ROSWELL

DAI LY

RECORD,

Toilet
Articles

DEMOCRATIC IN POLITICS.
C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCKETT.
Eatered If ay IS, 1908,

at

--

BoawaU, N. 1C, under the Act of Cong-m-

Business Manager
Editor
ot March S, 1870

a

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Oaily, Per Week

A

15c
60o
60o

.

Daily. Per Hontb
Daily, Per Month, (In Advance)
Daily, One Year (In Advance)

splendid line to

suit the man
particular.

i.5.00

PUBLISHED DAILT EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

MEMBER
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refused Trelford a
hearing in court, then turned around
and dragged the case Into court by
force of a libel suit.
Col. Prichard

The man who sells gold bricks is
always an agreeable fellow. Yet that
Is no excuse for the disagreeableness
of many honest people.
That the fruit crop is not an entire
failure this year is indicated by the
pounds of
gathering of seventy-fir- e
pears from one tree by Mr. Whlteman
yesterday in RosweiL
While President Roosevelt has been
appropriating planks from the Democratic platfom, it seems that Mr. Bryan has also made some advances. His
eulogy of "Faith" somehow reminds
us of the old Republican slogan "Con
fidence."
No wonder Mr. Bryan has bis lec
tures copyrighted. He delivered the
same address at all the college commencements he attended this year
and of course the spell would have
been broken by premature publication
In the newspapers.
-

In the main the Record, being an
outsider, has contented Itself with
poking fun at the Republican bunch
west of the mountains. Still it is no
laughing matter Ciat New Mexico is
controlled by a lot of Quarrelsome
and hungry spoilsmen.
Mr. Safford may have a round with

the court for permitting the publication of his report as referee in the
Bursum case before it had been submitted to the judge. If the judge be
made of the right stuff he will also
punish the Santa Fe New Mexican
and the Albuquerque Citizen for contempt of court.
The teacher was explaining to his
Scottish class the parable of the man
who fell among thieves. Then he ask
ed the class why the priest and the
Levite passed by on the other side.
Silence fell until the small boy rais
ed his hand and his voice: "They
knew be ' had been robblt already,'
he said. Kansas City Star.

garded as of any great importance.
If he gives the Territory an orderly
and honest business administration,
who, except office hunters, will care
how he votes?
The present situation in New Mexico calls for a governor with force of
character, determination and expe
rience in pacifying "bad Indians."
Captain Curry at least has the experience, and people who know him say
that he has the other qualifications.
In the pursuit of righteousness it
may be necessary at first for ilm to
crack a few heads. That seems to be
the main purpose of New Mexico politics as at present organized, and an
immediate revolution should not be
expected. There is entirely too much
petty personal quarrelling and spite- work under the pigmy Bystem now in
force. It is , merely a dirty scramble
for the spoils of office, with both
sides calling each other liars, thieves,
etc. The Record admits throwing a
few brickbats itself. But we do not
like it in fact have been disgusted
beyond measure with the cat and dog
fight between papers and men. Prin
ciple seems to receive but scant consideration in the contest for office,
in the conspiracies for vengeance and
the schemes devised for keeping out
of jaiL
We believe that Mr. Hagerman hon
estly tried to do the square thing by
everybody and he did accomplish
d
much for the good of the people.
of gratitude, however, he won
only the enmity of politicians in his
own party, and a personal fight was
Everybody
made to ,fget even."
knows the rest.
It is hoped that Captain Curry may
be allowed to handle the situation
from
without much
interference
Washington and in spite of whisper
ings and complaints of the old bosses
who appear to have misled the President in the case of Mr. Hagerman.
If Curry stands up squarely in the
interests of the people, not allowing
himself to be swayed or controlled
by bosses or factions in time he may
be able to establish a real government in New Mexico, instead of a
machine for the robbery of the taxpayers.

FAITH.
From Bryan's Commoner.
(The following is the substance of
the address delivered by Mr. Bryan
during the last three months at the
graduating exercises of the Nebraska
State Normal at Peru, at the graduat
ing exercises of Cotaer University,
near Lincoln, and at Harvard, Dartmouth, Bowdoin, the Washington and
Jefferson college, the William and Ma
Evidently Col. Prichard has made ry coll lege, Columbia Uniyersity, and
a had break in bringing that libel the state "universities of Texas, Minne
suit against the Albuquerque Journal. aota and Virginia,)
No honest newspaper man could be
elected dog-peltin his own town by
vote of the politicians and no real
newspaper man would accept any
office that would take him away from
his work as a newspaper max Nine
out of ten lawyers who go into politics are ruined for life, and it is the
same with newspaper men.
,

paper

Since the utterances of the
against which Prichard complains relate to the methods of conducting the
Trelford investigation, it Is unavoidable that the Trelford case should be
brought into the trial of the libel suit,
in the effort of the Journal to prove
the truth of its assertions. Even a
lawyer with a fifty thousand dollar
reputation will blunder once in
awhile, x.
.

PERSONAL AMD POLITICAL.

--

Captain George Curry, by his own
statement, is still governor of the
province of Samar In the Philippines,
home on a vacation, and has not yet
become governor of New Mexico. The
reception to be given him tonight is
son-partisa- n,

a

neighborly

expression

of good will toward a citizen of the
Pecos Valley who has won distinction
in the insular administrative service,
and returns borne with the approval
of the national administration to become the governor of New "Mexico.
There 'will be politicians present, of
' course, with aspirations for office up
their sleeves, but being wise these
will hide their time. This function is
to be purely a personal tribute of confidence In Captain Curry, the man.
Neither now aor thereafter should
his merely partisan leanings be re--
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"Faith

exerts a controlling

this institution, and that faith has
brought you here; your parents and
friend 8 have had faith in you and
have helped you to your present position. Without faith we are told H is
impossible to, please God, and I may
add that without faith it is impossible to meet 'the expectations of Close
who are most interested in you. Let
me present this subject under four
heads:
FirstYou must have faith fa yourselves. Not that you should carry confidence In yourselves to the point of
displaying egotism, and yet, egotism
is not the worst possible fauit. My
father was wont to say that if a man
had the big head, you could whittle
It down, but eat if he had the little
head, there was no- hope for him. If
yon have the big Head, others will
help yon reduce It, but if yon have
the little head, they can act help you.
Yoa most believe that '"yon can do
things, or you will not Undertake
them. Those who lack: faith attempt
nothing and therefore cannot possibly succeed; those with great faith
-

.

influ-

ence over our lives. If it is argued
that works are more important than
faith, I reply that faith comes first,
work afterwards. Until one believes,
he does not act, and in accordance
with his faith, so will be his deeds.
"Abraham, called of God, went forth
in faith to establish a race and a religion. As a result of his faith a race
has been produced not surpassed In
its achievements by any other race In
history, and as a result of his faith
nearly four hundred millions of human beings are adherents of a monotheistic religion. It was faith that led
Columbus to discover America, and
faith again that conducted the early
settlers to Jamestown, the Dutch to
New York and the Pilgrims to Plymouth Rock. Faith has led the pioneer across deserts and through
trackless forests, and faith has Jaro't
others In his footsteps to lay in oar
land the foundations of a civilization
the highest that the world has known.
"I might draw an illustration from
the life of each one of you. You have
faith In education, and that faith is
behind your study; you have faith in

it cao. be made as perfect as
the people deserve to have. It is a
because

Payton Drag, Book
Stationery
Two door North of

&

Company.
Joyee-Prn-

Co.

lt

attempt the seemingly impossible and
,by attempting prove what man can
do.

But you cannot have faith in yourselves unless you are conscious that
you are prepared for your work. If
one is feeble in body, he cannot have
the confidence ia his physical strength
that the athlete has, and as physical
strength is necessary, one is justified
in devoting to exercise and to the
strengthening of the body such time
as may be necessary.
Intellectual training is also necessary, and more necessary than it used
to be. When but few had the advantages of a college education, the lack
of such advantages was not so apparent. Now when so many of the lawyers, physicians, journalists, and even
business men, are college graduates,
one cannot afford to enter any field
without "the best possible intellectual
preparation. When one comes into
competition with his fellows, he soon
recognizes his own intellectual supe
riority or inferiority as compared with
others. In China they have a very interesting bird contest. The singing
lark is a very popular bird there, and
as you go along the streets of a Chinese city you see the Chinese out airing their birds. These singing larks
are entered in contests, and the con
tests are decided by the birds themselves. If, for instance, a dozen are
entered, they all begin to sing lustily,
but as they sing, one after another

recognizes that it is outclassed and
gets down off its perch, puts its head
under its wing and will not sing any
more. At last there is just one bird
left singing, and It sings with an enthusiasm that shows that it recognizes its victory. So it is in all Intel
lectual contests. Put twenty men in
the room and let them discuss any
Important question. At first all will
take part in the . discussion, but as
the discussion proceeds, one after
another drops out until finally two are
left in debate, one on one side and
one on the other. The rest are con
tent to have their ideas presented by
those who can present them best. If
you are going to have faith, therefore
in yourselves, you must be prepared
to meet your competitors upon an
equal plane, and if you are prepared,
they will be conscious of it as well as
you.
A high purpose Is a necessary part
of your preparation. You cannot afford to put a low purpose In competi
tion with a high onev If "yeu go out to
work from a purely selfish standpoint
you will be ashamed to stand in the
presence of those who have higher
Have
aims and nobler ambitions.
faith in yourselves, but to have faith
you must be prepared for your work,
and this preparation must be moral
and intellectual as well as physical.
Second Have faith in mankind.
The great fault of our scholarship is
that it is not sufficiently sympathetic
It holds itself aloof from the struggling masses. It is too often cold and
cynical. It is better to trust your
and be occasionally deceived
than to be distrustful and live aloae.
Mankind deserves to be trusted. There
is something good in every one, and
that good responds to sympathy. ' If
you speak to the multitude and they
do not respond, do not despise them,
but rather examine what you have
said. If you speak from your heart,
you wiU 8 peak to their hearts, and
they - can tell very - quickly whether
you are interested in them or simply
in yourself. The heart of mankind Is
sound ; the sense of justice Is universal. Trust it, appeal to it, do not violate IL People differ In race characteristics, In national traditions, in
language, in ideas of government, and
in forms of religion, but at heart they
are very much alike. I fear the plutocracy of wealth; I respect the plutocracy of learning; I thank God for
the democracy of the heart. You must
love if you would be loved. "They
loved Him Because He first loved
them" this is the verdict pronounced where men have unselfishly labored for the welfare of the whole people. Link yourselves In sympathy
with your fellow men; mingle with
them; know them and you will trust
them and they will trust you. If you
-

are stronger than others, bear heavier
loads; if yon are more capable than
others, show It by your willingness
to perform a larger service.
Third If you are going to accom
plish anything 'in this country. yo
mnst have faith in our form of gov
ernment, and "there is every reason
why you should have faith in it. It is
the best form of government ever con
celved hy'the mind of man, and it Is
spreading througheut Hh werUL ' It
is best, sot because it ia perfect, bat

people's government, : and it reflects
the virtue and intelligence t. the peo
ple. As the tpeople make progress in
virtue and In Intelligence, the government ought to approach more and
more nearly to perfection. Not that it
will ever be free from faults, because
it 'must be administered by human beings, and imperfection is to be expec
ted in the work of human hands.
Jefferson said a century ago that
there were naturally two parties in
every country, one which drew to it
self those who trusted the people, the
other those who distrusted the peo
ple. That was true when Jefferson
said it, and it is true today. In every
country there is a party which is
seeking to enlarge the participation
and
of the people in government,
that party is the governing party.
In every country there is a party
which is endeavoring
to obstruct
each step toward popular govern
ment, and it is the dying party. In
this country the tendency is constant
ly toward more popular government,
and every effort which has for its object the bringing of the government
into closer touch with the people is
sure to ultimate triumph.
Our form of government is good.
Call it a democracy if you are a democrat, or a republic if you are a republican, .but help to make It a government of the people, by the people
and for the people. A democracy is
wiser than an aristocracy because a
democracy can draw from the wisdom of the people, and all of the peo
ple know more than any part of the
people. A democracy
is stronger
than a monarchy because as the historian, Bancroft, has said: "It dares
to discard the implements of terror
and build its citadels in the hearts of
men." And a democracy is the most
Just form of government because it
is built upon the doctrine that men
are created equal, that governments
are instituted to protect the inalien
able rights of the people and t$at
governments derive their just powers
from the consent of the governed.
We know that a grain of wheat
planted in the ground will, under the
influence of sunshine and rain, send
forth a blade and then a stalk.and
then the full head, and we know that
there is behind the grain of wheat a
force irresistible and constantly at
work. There is behind moral econo
my and political truth a force equal
ly irresistible and always operating,
and just as we may expect the harvest in due season, we may be sure
of the triumph of these eternal forces
that make , .the man's uplifting,
Have faith in your form of govern
ment, for it rests upon a growing
idea, and if you will but attach your
self to that idea, you will grow with
.

.

it.

But the subject presents itself in
another aspect. You must not only
have faith in yourselves, ia human
ity and in the form of government
under which we live, but if you
would do a great work, you must
have faitSi in God. Do not call me a
preacher, for I am but a layman; yet,
I am not willing that the minister
shall monopolize the blessings of
Christianity, and I do not know of
any moral precept binding upon the
preacher behind the pulpit that is
not binding upon those who occupy
the pews. And I do not know of any
moral truth binding upon the Chris
tian whose acceptance would not be
helpful to everyone. I am not speaking from the minister's standpoint
but from the observation of every
day life when I say that there is a
wide difference between the desire to
that men will applaud you and the de
sire to live so that God will be satisfied with you. . Man needs the inner
strength that comes from faith in
God and belief in His constant pres
ence. The man who is trying to be
good so that men will see him is
sure to come upon the time when he
thinks that the world is not looking
and that he can take a vacation
Then he falls. The man who be
lieves that. God's eye is ever upon
him and endeavoring to live as in the
sight of God, is not looking for. a va
cation and is not so apt to stumble
We are weak enough in the pres
ence of temptation even when fortified by faith in God. How helpless
and "hopeless we are if we do not ad
mit responsibility to a personal God.
Mas needs faith in God, therefore,
to strengthen him In his hours of
trial,, and he needs it to give him
courage to do the work of life. How
can one fight for a principle unless
he believes in the triumph of the
right? How can he believe in the
triumph of the right if he does not
believe that God stands back of the
truth? The man of faith, believing
that every word spoken for truth will
have its influence and that no blow
struck for righteousness is struck in
vain, fights on without asking wheth
er he is o fall ia the beginning of
the battle or to live to join in the
shouts of triumph. He knows not
whether-his to live for the truth or
to die for it, and if he has the
faith he ought to have, he is as
ready to die for it as to live foe It.
Faith .will not only give you strength when you fight for righteousness,
but your faith will ' bring dismay to
your enemies. There Is power in the
presence of an honest man who does
right because it is right and dares to
do the right in the face of all opposi
tion. It is true today,, and has been
true through history that "One with
God shall chase a thousand and two
put ten thousand to flight-- "
If your preparation ia complete so
that yon feel conscious of your ability to do great tilings; if yon bare.
--
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faith in your fellow men and become
a
with them-- ; in the raising of the general .level of eociety;
if you have faith in our form of government and seek to purge it of its
imperfections so as to make it more
and more acceptable to our own people and to the oppressed of other nations; and if in addition you have
faith in God and in the "triumph of
the right, no one can set limits to
your
achievements. This is the
greatest of all ages in which to live.
The railroads and the telegraph wires have brought the corners of the
earth close together, and it is easier
today for one to be helpful to the
whole world than it was a few cens
turies ago to be helpful to the
of a single valley. This is .the
age of great- opportunity and of great
responsibility.
Let your faith be
large, and let this large faith Inspire
you to perform a large service.
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Real Estate
Abstracts

For keys of every description, see
McGlaghan, the original and reliable
key man. Permanently located at the
20tf
Cash Grocery on Main St.
Bargains.

Loans

scratched machines can be
leased or bought at a low price. Call
at 110 N. Main. Singer Sewing MaA few

chine Co.

fc.

22t2

$500,000 to loan on irrigated farms,
long time loans, interest payable annually with privilege to pay off loan
before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
Agent, 803 N. Main. ops. P. O.
Store For Rent.
Call at Singer office, at 110 N. Main.
22t2

"ids."

Classified

FOR SMALL ADS.
Small ads., under one dollar,
must be paid in advance. We
do this in order to avoid the
keeping of many petty ac-counts.
tf.
. RECORD PUB. CO.
CASH

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
Skillman.
42tf
FOR SALE:
One rotary and drop
Austin well drilling machine. Inquire at Roswell Machine Shop. 16tf
FOR SALE:
Man's bicycle, first
. class condition, cheap. 210 N. Lea.

Carlton & Bell
303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Artesia Town Lots
We have two good residenr e lots in Artesia,
in the best district for sale. These lots, nos.,
ten and twelve, of block twenty-eigh- t,
of the
Artesia Improvement Company's Addition to
the town of Artesia, will be sold at a bargain.

23 13

FOR SALE:
Hotel furniture for 14-room hotel, complete. Inquire 407
N. Mo.
16tl0
FOR SALE:
A lot of good Jersey
cows. Will sell one or a carload.
Gil more & Fleming.
21tf
FOR SALE:
One good lot In the
new town of Elkins. A bargain. In
quire at Record office.
tf '
FOR SALE CHEAP:
One gentle

man's railroad ticket to Kansas Ci
ty. Apply "S" Record office. 23t2'
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
of open woven wire fence; also
fence posts. Apply
'phone 347.

at Oasis ranch,

Apply

at Record Office.

Did

You

Over51eep?

You didn't hear the alarm clock?

Never mind,

start

16tf
your gas range and breakfast will be ready in ten minutes.
FOR SALE: One new high grade pi
ano, price $350. Leipzig felt Pobl- What's the difference between gas aud coal? About
man Steel during the dull season at
thirty minutes. $235 cash, or on easy payments.
Speed Cook
For Ease
Gas.
Bernard Pos. Opposite P. O. 08tt
Ranges $17 at the Gas Office and free connecting.
FOR SALE: Two town lots in the
best residence district of Artesia.
WU1 Ibe sold at a bargain. Inquire
at Record office.
tf
FOR SALE: One excellent Wheelock
piano, price $375 a bargain at $125
cash or easy payments. Bernard
Pos. Opposite Post Office.
08tf
A watch chain and locket
A four roomed 'nouse, LOST:
FOR RENT:
FOR SALE:
large
A
Mo.
and three links of a Swastika fob."
$18.00 per month, 820 North Main
ler safe. Has two drawers and cash
I will pay a reward of $7.00 for the
St. Parties leaving city and will
vault and is in good condition. For
return of either one. R. H. McCune.
sell household furniture at a sacriinspection and price call on W. P.
22t5
fice. Furniture all new. No sickness.
Lewis Hdw. Co.
20tf
21t3
LOST:
Old gold breastpin. Reward
FOR SALE:
A nobby trap, seats
for return to Record ofHce. 21KJ
two or four. First class condition,
WANTED.
LOST:
Between Pecos Valley Lumvery easy riding. Sold at a bargain
pony. J. R- - Ray, cor.
Co. and Hospital, a seal stickber
A
WANTED:
for want of use. Can be seen at Col.
21t3
pin with an engraved "R." Finder
4th and Mo. ave.
Baker's home, 500 East 5th Bt., east
please return same to postofflce for
unfurnished
an
rent,
of track.
To
20tf WANTED:
reward.
21 tf
room. Address W. B. J. care Record.

and

Roswell

With

Gas Company.

fire-pro-

21t3

FOR RENT.
In tie counWANTED POSITION:
FOR RENT: r With or without board
try, by young lady as housekeeper.
furnished room with modern conve
23t2
Address P. O. Box 215.
niences. 42 Q N. Richardson.
12tf WANTED:
Position to do general
FOR RENT:
Pasture. Apply to E. housework. Apply to K. Y. Record
1
F. Hayslip, 'phone 286 4 rings. 2t
office.
FOR RENT:
Nice large rooms, with WANTED TO RENT:
A furnished
or without board. Apply or write three or four room house. Have
510 S. Ky. ave.
22t2
first class references. No sickness.
It
Address R. H. care Record.
FOR JIENT:
Two nicely furnished
rooms, modern in every particular WANTED:
One to 100 cars alfalfa
and without doubt the coolest in hay. Quote us prices. Early Grain
town.. Apply 309 N. Penn.
100t26
21tf
Co., Amarillo, Tex.
FOR RENT : A nicely furnished five
room cottage, modern in its appoint
TO LOAN.
meats and welt located. .Will Include
horse and buggy U applicant desire.
LOAN- CARLTON
.TO
MONEY
Address Poatoffice box 28C
Ottf
21tf A BELL,
FOB. RENT:
Front room, located
privately, good cool place. A very
LOST.
pleasaat room for young lady or
Gold spectacles, month ago.
two young men. Modern conven- LOST:
Liberal reward, 102 Sooth Pennsyl-vafliences. Apply 701 NorthJUchardson
22tl
lt
--
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QMS
A few doses of this remedy will invariably core an ordinary attack of

diarrhoea.
It can always be depended upon ,
even in the more severe attacks of
cramp colic and cholera morbus.
It is equally successful for summer
diarrhoea and cholera infantum in
children, and is the means of saving
the lives of many children each year.
When reduced with water and
sweetened it is pleasant to take.
Every man of a family should keep
this remedy in- bis home. Buy it now.
Labob Sizb. 60o.
Price, 25c.

AS .YET OF THE
RAYNOLDS RESIGNATION.
Wed. July
From Albuquerque Journal.
'
Santa Fe, N. M., July 20. The rulent Iear Court House.
mor which was ourrent here yesterday to the effect that tbe resignation
of J. W. Raynolds, as secretary of New
Mexico, had been called for, has been
somewhat strengthened, and made evTENTED prUSXJCTgto
en more persistent today from the
fact that although the rumor has been
printed In the Santa Fe New Mexican
there has thus far been no denial of
its truth tby Mr. Raynolds or any one
else eartftorlzed to speak for him, the Wild Western Historical life in reality
New Mexican confining itself tonight
to a somewhat painfully humorous article which tends to confirm the ibelief
here that there is perhaps some foundation for the Raynolds rumor.
The New Mexican on its eighth
page has the following which could
hardly be called an official denial of
the rumor of Raynolds retirement,
and which for that reason is of inNO DENIAL
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Successors to Walton.
enlargephotographs,
ments, and views.

for Refrigerators.

years experience.

Twenty-fiv- e

Photographers.

Painters
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Paper Hangers.
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L T. H. M ALONE: Office over E. L. COOPER. Painter ant paper
First National Bank, phone 262. Let hanger. My painting is first class.
I hang paper the right way. Phone
us protect you agarast loss by fire.
215.

Architects.
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Represent-- )
KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
tng nothing; but reliable and safe
O. C. NelsonJ fire insurance companies.
Insure Public Service Corporations.
J. Itl. Nelsoa.
with us. 303 N. .Main St.
J. M. NELSON CO.. Architects.
ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
Roewell. N. M
Oklahoma Blk.
The best light and power. Phone
Grocery Stores.
131 and 150.

"New Mexican Special, Washington
C, (a la Albuquerque Morning Coyote Journal). Under our instructions
I nave called on numerous people here
and have ascertained that they hold
but one opinion in the matter of the
resignation of J W. R ynolds, as secretary of the territory of New Mexico,
and incidentally, therefore, as acting
governor, he having exercised the duties of that office since the fake reform
governor's disappearance from the ex
ecutive chamber of New Mexico. I
find that it is the opinion of all the
people and many lawyers that when
the Albuquerque Morning Coyote Jour
nal published the dispatch from its lying correspondent in Santa Fe that the
resignation of Territorial Secretary
Raynolds had been called for that
when the secretary failed to deny this
report over his own signature it was
prima facie evidence that he had so
tendered his resignation, and that he
is out of office and that his official
acts from rtiie date of the fake report
in the Albuquerque Morning Coyote
were null and void, and of no effect
In law or in fact I .have also ascertained at all the saloons that after
having read three marked copies of
the Albuquerque Morning Coyote Jour
nal sent them, the opinion is that
there are no honest men in the terri- -

Hardware Stores.

SHOP. Rubber tires.
Real Estate.
plow-- l ROSWELL HARDWARE CO.
Whole
wheelwork,
horse shoeing,
sale
pipe.
and
retail
hardware,
CARLTON ft BELL. Do the largest
work, and tire setting.
pumps, gasoline
engines, fencing.
real estate business in the city. If
you are in tiie market to buy or
of
All kinds
T. M. RABBS SHOP.
Co,
Enterprise Hardware
Carry a
blackamitbing and wood , work. complete stock of builders lard- - sell, see us.
Garst
Rubber tires and horseaiioeisg my ware, carpenter tools, stoves, mag EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
(210 N. Main). I sell strictly
specialty.
es and kitchen utensils at live and Bldg.
on 6 per cent commission.
let Hve prices. 322 N. Main.
Real Es
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Book Store.
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$1.50
LNGERSOLi,'S BOOK STORE.
lite attention, complete stock and ing. Room No. 8.
Popular Copyrights, 65c all the time. right prices. We solicit your business. First and Mala.
List your property at lowest possible
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
American Natl Bank, 'phone 47.
Billiard-Po- ol
Halls..

Hotels.

A

POOL.-- H THE
GILKESON: Roswelrs new
BOWLING, BILLIARDS,
Ready-to-we- ar
Apparel.
Balke Coll. Co. equip- - hotel, rooms with private bath. AH
Brunswick
One
accommodations
first
class.
ment Geo. B. Jewett. Prop.
THE MORRISON BROS. STORE.
Block West of Postoffice.
Outfitters In ready to wear apparel
European for men, women and children. MilEL CAPITAN HOTEL.
plan. Rooms, 50c; meals, 25c. One linery a specialty.
Bottling Works.
block west of depot
So.
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
New
CENTRAL HOTEL:
GRAND
Seed Store.
Main St Refresh your memory by management Woodruff A DeFreest.
PRODUCE
ft
ROSWELL
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir-- Biggest and best Only hotel equip THE
SEED CO. All kinds of fitld and
by"s Best
ped with sample rooms.
garden seed, write for catalogue.
New manage
HOTEL SHELBY:
Building and Loan Associations ment The leading hotel of the city.
Shoe Stores.
See R-- H. McCune in Patterson's! A. H. Utterback, Prop.
THE PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
shoe store. Peters and
harness store for loans or homes on ROSWELL HOTEL.
We are not on exclusive
ly giving something good to eat, but Stetson shoes our specials.
easy payments.
we fan you while you eat

Stranger

In the City?
THEN SEE

ROSWELL. SECOND HAND STORE.
Contractors
GARRETT ft SPARKS.
New and second hand furniture,
leading
The
HARRY MORRISON.
Hills ft Dunn,
N. Main.
and uiders. Painting and paper and exclusive Jeweler. - Watches, 100-0- 2
69.
Prop.
Phone
459
5th.
glass
jewelry,
666
cut
E.
rich
diamonds,
hanging. P. O. Box
and band painted China, Sterling MAKIN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
and plated silverware.
Highest prices paid for second
Department Stores.
L. B. BOELLNBR. Roewell "s best Hand goods. Phone 227.
jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand
JAFFA.. PRAGER ft CO. Dry goods, painted China, diamonds, etc
Sanatorium
clothing, groceries aad ranch sup C. FEINBERG Roswell's new "Jew-- i
plies.
TENT CITY AND SANA
N.
ROSWELL
203
see
me.
at
ler. Call and
Incorporated.
Dr.. C. L.
Main St A swell line of Jewelry.
TORIUM.
Geods,
JOYCE-PRUIDry
CO.
We repair watches, all work
s
P-Manager.
"A.
riatMn. Orororlpm. , etc The larg
est supply bouse in the: Southwestl
Wholesale nd .Retail.

R.

H.

McCune

The Building, Loan

Estate

and

Man.

In Patterson's Harness Store.

am-dAi-

-

Russell & Brown Dr. T: E. Presley if
East 2nd Street
--

Hors-hoek-

itf

SPECIALIST.

specialty. Call Pnene
acall
and deliver

127 and we. wul
for
your work. Everything first class, or
money reloaded.

First class dinners Soeta
to 6. Breakfast
and Supper at all hours;
a la carte.

from 12

L

OSTEOPATHS

125 North Main Street

E. LUND

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

LAWYER

Dr. C B. rluchhuoa
Dr. flary B. MuUfciasoa
OndwtM ol tk AuMrim flehaoi of
fafcsmwusatsl
21ltMSL

Specialty JUaiag Law
Navajo Block. - - S N. Main.

Record Office.

5 FOR 800
-

to-nigh-

Just

t.

10c

Majestic
THE GOOL SHOW HOUSE.

LIMBER,

See

Shingles, Doors, Sash, Oak, Cypress, Poplar, Hickory,. Lime, Cement, Plaster,
Roofing, Tarred Felt, Tar, Pitch,
Posts, Lead, Oil, Paints, Varnishes, Jap-a-laWall Paper and Glass.

Ge-nas- co

c.

For

PECOS VALLEY SLUMBER CO
Phone 175.

Comedy, Realism, Sensationalism,
Comedians, Cowboys, Indians
Mexicans.

Town Lot Sale

AT NIGHT ONLY, RAIN or SHINE,
NO DISAPPOINTMENT.
DOORS OPEN AT 7 P. M. SHOW
BEGINS AT 8 O'CLOCK SHARP.

At Dexter, N. M.

Watch For Date

Price of Admission Reduced for
this date only.
Worth Going Miles to See; Be There.
If Laughing Huns You Stay Away.
SPECIAL NOTICE.
The W. I. Swain Cow Boy Orchestra
can be engaged for parties, serenading or balls after the show. Apply
to leader when show arrives.

Lots will be sold
$4.00 per month, no
In case of death,
donated to heirs of
homes.

and will spend the greater part of the
summer quietly at his country home
in Southampton, L. I. The cardinal
is exceedingly popular withthe summer colonists, regardless of religious
affiliation. Although fraU of physique
he is as young in spirit and intellect
years ago, when he
as twenty-seve- n
became the primate and head of the
church in the United States.
The hope most frequently expressed
by the friends of the cardinal in their
letters and messages is that 'he may

on payments of $5.00 down and
interest, no taxes.
free deed and f 30C in cash will be
purchaser for purpose of building

Dexter is the Coming" Town.
INVESTIGATE

Townsite

Dexter

y

Co.

DEXTER, N. M.

by Archbishop Kenrick, his predecessor in Baltimore.
Reversing the usual order, the carn
born in the
dinal is an
United States and emigrating to the
"old sod". He first beheld the light
of day on July 23, 1834, in Louisiana.
Taken to Ireland in his infancy, he rethere.
ceived his earliest education
Returning to America, he located in
Maryland and in 1857 graduated from
St. Charles college. Pour years later
he was ordained a priest of St. Mary's
seminary. So rapid was his advance
ment in the priesthood, and the rec
ognition accorded him for his great
,

EMMHTT P.TTON. V.

DIVERS, Pres.

Pre.

ED. S. QIBBANY, Sec.

Reliable Abstracts

Your abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Rosweli Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

The result of having

A NICE GOOL ROOM
Opera Chairs and Fine Entertainment jarive the people
the habit of going to the

PRINCESS

THEATRE

TAKE A

ability, that on August 16, 1863 5ie was
consecrated bishop and vicar apostlic
of North Carolina. Four years later
he was transferred to Richmond. In
1877 he was appointed coadjutor with
the right of .succession to Archbishop
Bailey, and in October of the same
year succeeded to the see of Baltimore
In 1886, he received the crowning iion
or of his career, and distinguished tribute was paid to the church in America by his elevation to the cardinalate
by Pope Leo XIII., following the death
of Cardinal McCloskey.
By the ' liberality of his views, his
democratic manner and his kindness
of heart. Cardinal Gibbons tias endear
ed himself to the whole American peo
pie. This feeling was greatly augmented during the war with Spain,
when, by his manifestations of deep

WITH YOU

;

RoswcIlDrug & Jsvelry Go

est patriotism, the cardinal proved
that he was not only a church dignitary, but an American citizen.
Notice to Stockholders.
are hereby notified that by order of the Board of Directors of the
Nogal Peak Gold Mining and Milling
Co., 30 individual stock will be transferred upon the books of the company
for sixty days from date, and Kiat
during that time nose but Treasury
You

(eodl9t3
stock will be issued.
BDW. A. FINNEGAN,

July

18, 1907.

Secretary.

Miss Josephine Smith, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Smith,

returned

to her home in Amarillo after spending a month here with A- - D. Garrett
and family.

See Our

I

Cardinal Gibbons ia 73,
It slips handily into your pocket
Baltimore, Ml, July
clerks
and doubles every vacation
and telegraph operators of Baltimore
pleasure.
were kept bnsy today in handling the Kodaks
- - - - $5 to $105
flood of letters and telegrams addressKodaks-- $l to 9
ed to Cardinal Gibbons, congratulating Brownies--'mo- st
the eminent prelate upon reaching his You need neither experience nor
73rd birthday. Owing to frail health dark-roo- m
to make Rood pictures

cardinal, who is the head 'of the
America, has
' ' If TM cave trade proposition, of Legal Blank of all Kinds tor jate man Catholic church in public
appeared
of date
often
in
aot
.Record
t
GSc.
utyJadis .us... Carlton BoX al

P.

Phone 320.

acres of splendid land withPOT PLANTS and CUT in one block of Mala Street for
FLOWERS At
$800. . An investment here will
per cent interest.
Alameda Greenhouses beat . 12& BeIL
incident to his advancing years, the the KODAK way.
Carlton
Ro5

J. M. Hrvy.-

at

and see it

d"

5c

Us

U

Tllipll ft.

W.alML

1

Jewish Chautauqua.
Atlantic City July 23. One iiundred
active study circles are represented
at the smnmer assembly of the American Jewish Chautauqua sooiety, which
which opened here today, and every
state .east of the Mississippi, with
the exception of Wisconsin and Michi
gan, is enrolled. Distinguished rabbis
and Hebrew scholars are In charge of
tiie various courses of study to be tak
en np during the week. Large delegations of prominent Jews are here, com
ing from cities as far north as Toronto and Montreal and as far south as
New Orleans.

Lags! BlaVs

"roll-aroun-

espe-cial-

f

EYE EAR NOSE & THROAT.

The biggest hit of the season.

y
Spacious rain proof pavillion, '
constructed for the hoasing of
this gigantic Novel Entertainment.

-

Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

'

d"

Irish-America-

--

Blacksmiths and Wood
- Workmen.

"Roll-Aroun-

spared to celebrate, June 30, 1911,
the golden anniversary of his ordinatReal ion1 to the priesthood. Forty-siyears ago, on June 30 last the cardinal was ordained a priest at Baltimore

T

-

-

ibe

tory of New Mexico with the excep
tion of the fake reformers and the yel
low sheet editors, and a few foolish
people who do not know any better,
they are all 'gangsters' boodlers
that
Surety Companies.
Lumber Yards.
and thieves' and that people in the
national capital are strongly inclined
R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO-Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, can ft Guaranty Co Bonds on short notice to the belief that even the fake re, Drag Stores.
yellow sheet
ment paints, varnlsii and glass.
formers,
JEWELRY CO.
ROSWELL DRUG
no
are
CO.
al,
Oldest
better.
editors
et
LUMBER
ROSWELL
Tailors.
Oldest drug store 4n RoswelL All! lumber yard in RoswelL Bee us for
"Later: More thorough and care
things
all kinds of building materials ana or r wonri!
Tailor made suits. ful examination discloses that Secrepaint
Nortn tary Raynolds has not been asked for
Cleaning and pressing, 118
DANIEL DRUG- CO. Hea SQUarbersj
Main St Phone 4oy.
us
on
for
Call
CO.
LUMBER
his resignation and that no one here
for drugs, wall paper, paints, raiH Lumber. Shingles, etc. we treat
knows anything about it. The people
you rtgM.;East .4th St
of Washington have come to the con
Transfers.
clusion that it is another Albuquerque
Life Insurance.
ROBERT BALLARD. The Reliable Morning Coyote fake."
, Dye Works.
Transfer man. Down town pnone
The above is done in the best and
CO..
AT.
INSURANCE
OATrr
UTB
224. Residence phone 426.
estabRecently
:
K. C. DYE WORKS
most familiar style of one Max .frost,
Co., for the
CoL.
Western
A
Denver
presstne
Cleaning
and
lished here.
aNGELL'S GENERAL TRANSFER
editor of the New Mexican and dis
Western people. The largest
J. H. Angeu, phone 617.
nsTM- In the business. See us
closes
bis biting humor in its most
Co.
Hdw.
before you buy, no trouble to show Phone 378. Cor. Rosweli
condition.
In view of the
worried
, our policy. Horace A Lay Manager
fact that the editor of the New MexiElectrician.
can finds it necessary to resort to this
Undertakers.
Mens' Furnishers.
KleatrioaB
GUNSTJL- BERNARD
DILLEY ft SON. Undertakers. Pri somewhat strained humor in the dis
phone)
cussion of the rumor, the people who
vate ambulance, prompt service.
Contractor. 303 N. Main,
E. H. WILLIAMS ft CO. The only
Under- - are interested are wondering Just how
141. Agent General Electric Co. All exclusive Men's Furnishers ia the TJLLERY FURNITURE CO.
much there really is in it.
takers, none ino. i or rtv. m.
kinds 0f electric work..
'
Peeos Valley.
--

The best we have ever had, including the new skating song

-

Second Hand Stores.

Jewelry Stores.

Program Tonigiii

Iguj

D.

WESTERN
CO. The
GROCERY
leading grocery store, nothing but
Piano Tuners.
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats tae best
GOOD
TUNERS, like good pianos,
staple .and fancy groceries.
CASH GROCERY. Preraty & Gordon, are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
U. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps noth-- l Proprietors.
Strictly cash.
Our expert piano tuner for both. Opposite P. O., 'phone 85.
ine but the best. Quality ourl groceries are the best
motto.
MARKET.
THE SACRAMENTO
Printing
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
107 N. Main. Phone 42S. It's the
Cards, Posters, Com
PRINTING.
ROSWELL WOOL ft HIDE CO. Let mercial stationery, booklets, cataplace to buy your meat
us furnish you with your Grain, Coal logues.
The Daily Record.
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place and wood, we buy hides, phone 30.
othall
for good corn fed beef and
Coal,
TRADING CO.
er meats, 123 N. Main st. 'Phone ROSWELL
Racket Store.
Hay, and Grain. Always the best
66.
East Second St Phone 126.
THE RACKET STORE. Dealer in
Notions, China, granlteware and
cooking utensils.
Blacksmith Shops.

Contractors and Builders.

24.

terest:

Butcher Shops.

THE TEXAS

tail

Mouldings, Sash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypres,
Poplar, Basewood, Cedar, time,
Cement, Plaster, Glass, Plate,
Fancy Mantles, Grates, Tiling
v

Before You Buy.

KEMP

LUMBER

CO.

rn

Nr

fj

YIHlflS

r

WEEK AT

Las

Irra

J
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F. D. Welch and wife, who have
been residents of this city for the
Miss Beulah Walters returned to past two years, left this morning for
Lakewood last night after spending Chicago, where they will visit the
two weeks here with her sister, Mrs. rest of the summer. They expect to
locate in the North. Many friends reClaude Dean.

relatives and friends.

COS

JJOYCE-PKOJD- T

if

gret their departure.

SALE ON

30-DA- YS

Rake Off

A Big:

Mrs. M. A. Bush returned to Carlsbad last night after a three weeks'
J. D. Mell, a visitor here today, has
stay in Roswell.
bought of J. E. Wimberley the Hagero
man Messenger and will take up the
And We Sell
Will Do
Rake
W. P. Chisum returned last night editorial pen. Mr. Wimberley is still
from a trip to Elida and Portales in in charge of the mechanical end of
the Masonic interests.
the paper and turning out one of the
very best printed papers in the Pecos
Wilbur Pulliam and Victor Atkinson Valley.
of Hagerman were visitors today.
R. D. Evans, of FarmersvillQ, La.,
M. M. Brunk, the Dexter townsite who came here to work as pharmacist
man, was here looking after business at the Payton Drug, Book and Statoday.
tionery Company's store, was taken
sick with typhoid fever shortly after
E. F. Walker went to Artesia last
his arrival and is now at St. Mary's
night on business and will return
hospital.
He contracted the disease
in Philadelphia.
o
W. G. Skillman, the real estate deal
The Renard Road Train.
er, returned this morning from a trip
What is commonly known as the
to Lakewood.
"Renard road train" is being intro
H. E. Wyatt, of Rockport, Mo., is duced in a great many places in Eu
here on business, a guest at the rope, where the business is not sufficient to warrant the building of a
Grand Central.
railway, and it is said to have proved
Mrs. T. A. Bible came down from to be of great value wherever it has
Acme last night to spend two days been tried. The idea is simply that
here shopping.
of a plain strong automobile, drawing
a short train of lightly built freight
Henry Blom arrived last night from cars, over a country road. Reports
Brady, Neb., for a visit with his fath- say that an auto, with two men, will
er, Henry Blom, Sr.
move a train of four or five cars, each
car carrying the load of four or
Mrs. H. F. Patterson has been
five ordinary wagons, and make fully
to St. Mary's hospital to be
as good time as the average made by
for typhoid fever.
freight trains in the United States.
As to the time, there is certainly no
M. A. Wheeler and P. F. West came reason for doubt, if the train moves
a
visit at all, and the load spoken of is not
down from Elida last night for
with Roswell friends.
by any means unreasonable, provided
A Whole Lot if
Rockefellers.
the roads are kept in fairjy good conG. A. Goldsmith returned last night
country
or
dition
such
condition
as
from Hereford, where he went on bu- roads ought to be kept in for the pas
So
as we are concerned, there is more in oui
siness for the Oasis ranch.
sage of loaded wagons drawn by horse
name than John D's. We value the name of having1 the best little Cigar Store in New Mexico
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Burns and little power.
It looks as though the "Renard road
daughter, Ruth, left this morning on
more than he does his Oil Stock.
train" would be an excellent thing for
a trip to Canyon City, Tex.
Really the only worry we have is in regard to
growing section of the United States
a name for our store. We have both worried
Henry J. Anderson, the land man like New Mexico, for instance. Such
it until our friends accuse us of hitting the
from Elida, was here yesterday on a line rtmning regularly from Albu
business and went home today.
pipe. We both do, using the celebrated Ike Marquerqije to Roswell and Carlsbad
would, pay beyond any question, and
vel Arcadia Mixture, but it has failed to inspire
H. V. Crowder, of Lake Arthur, would' be of very great value to the
a selection.
passed through this morning on his places named, and all the country be
We have gotten to the point where it's up to
way to his old home in Quanah, Tex. tween while at the same time ' it
our
friends to name our store for us and we are
would' give a great stimulus .to the setJ. F. Joyce came up from CarlsbaJ tlement and .development of all the
to make it worth their while.
going
this morning to spend a day or two sections traversed by it. Of course it
Put your idea of the best name on a slip of pawith relatives and business associates would be necessary to maintain good
per, with or without your reasons why it s best
H. F. Tallmadge, of Geneva, Neb., country roads, but that is somethin
seal and send it to us. We'll open them next Satought
a
anyhow,
to
as
done
that
be
is spending several days here with
public
urday,
July 27, ; and the fellow
public
duty
util
matter
and
suggests the
of
his three sons, C. L-- , E. R. and B. H.
ity, .but if the counties were not abbest name gets a $5.00 box of cigars, the best we
Tallmadge.
le or not sufficiently enterprising to
have in the house, and
is saying a good deal,
D. B. Jackson and son, Dabney, keep up good wagon roads, it would
to
same
or
amount,
trade
the
if you prefer it.
company
left last night for Van Horn, Tex., to not be a heavy burden on the
will
of
act
an
be
humanity
to us and worth
a
to
good
road
auto
its
maintain
at
spend a month visiting and looking
own expense, as is now done by the
the time you take for it. Open to the world.
after business.
proprietor of the line from Roswell to
Miss Mary Stuart, of Denver, Colo., Torrance and, by the way, the exten
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. sion of that line tto Albuquerque would
Fred Beach, of Amarillo, is here vis- give this city a connection with the
metropolis of the Pecos Valley, which
iting Mrs. J. W. Rhea.
322 N. Main - TOBACCONISTS
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would be of very great importance to
Jack C. Taylor and W. I. Swain, both places, and would prove the foreleading members of the "Jesse James" runner of a railroad at no very discompany, were among the arrivals tant day.
from the south this morning.
There is a movement now on foot
by the people of Estancia to put on
We havre for a few days
Mrs. J. M. Evans and little daugh- a line of autos from their place to Alter arrived yesterday from Ft. Davis, buquerque, and they are pushing it in
Tex., for a visit of a month with the a spirit that means "get there." We
family of her father, R. P. Bean.
'expect to see it in operation in time
IN CHEAP WALL PAPERS
for the Estancia people to come by
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Taber, of
to the territorial fair this
route
that
Tanhasa, O. T., are guests at the fall, and then a line between EstanShelby. Mr. Taber is here to investiDrop in and see them. Estimates free of charge.
and Torrance will have to follow,
gate the advisability of starting a cia
with a "traffic agreement," making
flour mill here.
a continuous line of the three, for Alcome
Newt Brown ias
home from buquerque would never consent to two
r
on the
Amarillo to remain several days while changes and a night
recovering the use of his foot, which way to Roswell. Albuquerque
he got hurt while braking for the
Eastern railroad out of Amarillo.
interests in that section. He was in right again this year, and as plenty
Will trade, JACK for horses or pleasant humor and seemed as if he of rain has fallen, crops will be good.
Lake-wooMr. and Mrs. Ernest Field, of
sell. Millice & Wilson D&Wtf looked upon the trip as a sort of holi- The street cars will be running in
came up this morning, bringing
Abilene by October. Cattle are fat and
See R, B. Jones for mountain trips, day excursion. "I shall .begin improv- grass as good as could be."
Mrs. Field's sister, Mrs. E. M. Noble,
1004 N. Washington, "phone 182.
ing my place now and shall continue
of Houston, Tex., who was placed in
17t8;w&s
St. Mary's hospital to be treated for
the process until I have it in the
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
rheumatism.
valThe Sons and Daughters of the Con shape I think it should be for so
country
property.
the
of
a
Most
uable
W. Benson, of Artesia, R. D. Coving federacy will entertain the
Mrs. Roy Daniel will entertain a
ton and wife, of Cisco, Tex., and Miss
Veterans, their families and down there is densely covered with
Carrie Covington, of White Oaks, N. friends at a basket picnic at the timber and brush, but I have about party of two dozen young ladies at
M .. came In this morning from the Slaughter grove east of town, next 800 acres of prairie in my tract. Down her home, 713 N. Main, tomorrow morsouth to spend two days seeing the Friday, the 26th. All those that intend there, you know, when a' party wants ning at nine o'clock, complimentary
going should be at the grove by 9:30 to go through a certain line in the to her guest. Miss Pauline Skillera,
sights of RoswelL
timber and brush It requires three of Little Rock. Ark.
a. m.
21U
Mexicans with their big knives, one
;Mr. and Mrs. "Walter Sexton and
Locating in Mexico.
to cut the limbs, another to cut away
five little daughters left last night
Position Wanted.
By middle aged man, as collector
rnal.
for Phoenix, A. T., where they expect Texas Stockman-Jo- u
the rest of the growth and the other
to locate. Mr. Sexton has been in the Capt. Clabe Merchant, the West to clean out the way. These knife accounts, clerical work, office work.
Etransfer business here. They were ac- Texas cowman, who has his borne in men wHl cut a narrow path through Some experience in
companied by Mrs. Sexton's brother, the Abilene town, was In the city on be brush on an air line, and straight lder Indoor or outdoor, not particular
his way down Into the Mexican Tam-pic- as a. shingle without a compass or as to kind of work. Salary reasonable.
L. T. Wilson, and cousin, R. V.
country to look after his landed any guide. The Abilene country is all Address "N" care Record.
23t3

Is What Your Lawn Needs
the

mm

aJr

itaim

24-In-

ch

20-In- ch

checked and striped Taffetas, the $1.25 a
yard, now
Satin Foulard, regular $1.25 a yard, now.

. .

white ground Taffetas with Persian figures

regular $1.25 a yard, now
24-In-

ch

delicate shades in Persian patterns, for--

19-In-

ch

Taffeta Plaid, $1.00 a yard, now

75-c- ts

Grade Plaid Taffetas now

85-c- ts

Grade Plaid Taffetas now

$1.00 Grade
75-ct- s.

19-In- ch

27-in- ch

Grade

. .

Polka Dot China at

90c
QA

Uv
JT

O

WHAT'S IN A NAME?

75c
60c
65c
75c
60c

.

Polka Dot China at

30-in- ch

QA

P1 1

mer price $1.50, now

Lawn Mowers
Grass Catchers
Grass Shears
Grass Hooks

'7

Wednesday, July 24,
ch

. . .

it's

far

a-b-

S7ic

Figured, Striped and Plaid Wash Silks at.

that

PiroooG

It

P. M. Giles went to Lakewood last

We Have Started Work

Captain Jack Fletcher is confined
to his bed with bowel trouble.
o

Last chance to see this program at
the Majestic tonight. It's a good one.

CEMENT BRICK

C. W. Davisson drove up from Hagerman last night on a business visit.

every day.

to our factory, at the corner

of Union Avenue

and Sixth Street and see our wonderful
machinery at work.

brick-m-at

Dr. G. T. Veal returned last night
from a week's business trip to Dallas.

ing

A thorough cleaning out is what
your watch needs. L. B. Boellner,
23tf
the Jeweler, will do this.

Hondo Stone Mfg. Company.

'

the Majestic.
has a good program
tonight and it's your last chance to
10 cts., only 10 cts,

The Majestic

L. S. Crawford was up from

yesterday.

LOCAL HEWS.

see it.
Horace D. Lawhead has been appointed a notary public. Mr. Lawhead
is a young lawyer of this city.

Hugh Lewis. Jr., of Elida, is
in Roswell.

J. R. Stanley was here from Dexter
today.

F. F. Hull, of Dexter, was here
era business.

James Jesse, of Dexter, was a
Remember "The .Old ; Reliable." the ness visitor here today.

Miss Katie Peters returned to Ama-rilltoday after spending a few days
busi- here with friends.

o

J. M. Bassett, of Emma, Tex, was
here yesterday on business and left
G. W. Briscoe came down from Here this morning for Amarillo.
'
A. G. McEIhinney went to Artesia ford last night to work.
last night.
Misses Alice .and Gertrude Nunn
ap
left
came
last night for' Colorado City, Tex.,
from
Vermillion
nlg'at
H.
Rev.
F.
went
last
south
Lay
Horace A.
for a visit of a month or two with
Hagerman tola morning.
on, business
Majestic.

,

;

-

:

Some

Extra Bargains

Daniel Drug Company.

lay-ove-

Ladies, let me show you the smallest watch made, set with diamonds,
it L R Boellner, jeweler and

A. L. W. NILSSON, Manager.

Hunt & Baumer

- Phone

Dr. J. H. Jenkins went to Carlsbad
last night to doctor a horse.

On our big contract for 'V. H. Godair and are now
making thousands of

that

:

night to visit his cousins.

Come

it

ALSO

mm

BEGINNING

30-In-

That

book-keepin-

o

1

